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Paperless … Why?

- Today’s world is mobile
- Hosted web service vs. in-house
- Live broadcast only or more complex
- Delivery mechanism

2 full days = 27 copies × 30 meetings = 141,750 pages

Labour, paper, supplies $21,000
Ipads, software $13,000
Savings $8,000

iPad Integration Overview
Converting Agenda – Paper to iPad

Accessing Agenda Electronically

Downloading to iPad

pdfDocs / Wireless DMS

You’ve Got Mail
- Email generated
- Additional Items
- Changes
- Notations maintained
- Other uses

Training:
- ½ day, hands on
- Follow-up as needed

Chilliwack
North Vancouver

- Phased in iPad technology and iAnnotate
- 2 Councillors volunteered to test run
- Play time
- Ongoing follow-up
- Implementation/go-live

Free at last!
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